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l5i corporation; A MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
‘ APPLICATION FOR AN ORDER TO

i Plaintiffs, SHOW CAUSE RE CONTEMPT?
REQUEST FOR MONETARY SANCTIONS

DEFENDANT ARMSTRONG ' S

P Q

Date: July 26, 1993
A GERALD ARMSTRONG; DOES 1 Time: 8:30 a.m.

n through 25, inclusive, Dept: 86
195

1 Defendants. A
20.

18

Trial Date: Stayed
Discovery Cut Off: Stayed
Motion Cut Off: Stayed

211

22
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23N

24 In a familiar fit of pique Scientology asks this Court to

25 conclude that Gerald Armstrong has violated an order of this

26 Court. The request is childish and spurious because it has no

27 basis in either law or reality. Scientology claims that Armstrong
/—~
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has violated an aspect of a preliminary injunction issued by the

Honorable Ronald M. Sohigian on May 28, 1992. What Scientology

claims Armstrong to have transgressed and violated, however, does

not exist. What is before the Court is merely another

manifestation of Scientology's compulsion to use the legal system

1 as a club to beat its critics, one more time beating Gerald

p Armstrong, into the dirt. The Application for the Order to Show

Cause must be denied because not only does it constitute harassive

and abusive litigation tactics but it is a waste of this Court's

time and resources, and the taxpayers’ money.

I Due to the application's complete lack of merit, and due to

the fact that Church of Scientology International and its counsel

Laurie J. Bartilson and the law firm Bowles and Moxon have

disregarded Armstrong's request to desist from prosecuting this

meritless exercise, Gerald Armstrong seeks monetary sanctions in
\

the amount of $1,569.75 against Church of Scientology

j International and its counsel Laurie J. Bartilson and the law firm

Bowles and Moxon.

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS

A. The Eactua1_Basi§ For The_Al1eged Violation

On July 23, 1993, counsel for Armstrong received a telecopied

letter from scientologist attorney Laurie Bartilson which stated

1 in its entirety the following:
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Please take notice that on Monday, July 26, 1993,

at 8:30 a.m., plaintiff Church of Scientology
International will appear in Department 86 of the Los
Angeles Superior Court, and request that an order issue,
pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure Section 1212,
directing Gerald Armstrong to show cause why he should
not be held in contempt of court and sanctioned.
Plaintiff intends to base its request on the
declaration, dated June 4, 1993, which Armstrong
prgvided to Larry Wollersheim and his attorneys in
directjcontravention of the injunction issued in this
case by Judge_Sohigian on May 28, 1992.

(Declaration of Ford Greene [”Greene Decl."], Ex. A.) ‘

B. The Preliminary Injunction

On May 28, 1992 Judge Sohigian issued the following

preliminary injunction: \

Defendant Gerald Armstrong, his agents, and persons i
acting in concert or conspiracy with him (excluding
attorneys at law who are not said defendant's agents or
retained by him) are restrained and enjoined during the
pendency of this suit pending further order of court
from doing directly or indirectly any of the following:

Voluntarily assisting any person (not a governmental
organ or entity) intending to make,_intending to press,
intending to arbitrate, or intending to litigate a claim i
against the persons referred to in sec. 1 of the "Mutual
Release of All Claims and Settlement Agreement" of December,
1986 regarding such claim or regarding pressing, arbitrating, 1
or litigating it. A

yolqntarily assisting any person (not a governmental
organ or entity) arbitrating or litigating a claim against
the persons referred to in sec 1 of the "Mutual Release of ,
All Claims and Settlement Agreement" of December, 1986.

(Greene Decl., Ex. B.)

It is clearly discernable that, whatever infirmities

intrinsic to the injunction there are, Armstrong is prohibited

from "voluntarily assisting" persons with claims "against"

Scientology. In other words, Armstrong is prohibited from
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assisting private litigant plaintiffs in litigation in which

Scientology is a party. The injunction is completely silent, g

however, as to Armstrong's voluntarily assisting persons against ,

whom Scientology is litigating any claim of its own. Such

injunctive silence, however, is explicit in its genial of

Scientology's application for injunctive relief as to all other

aspects of the subject settlement agreement Scientology sought to A

have enforced, which includes defendants adverse to Scientology.

Thus, the injunction does not in any way prohibit Armstrong from (

assisting private litigant defendants.
\

\

C. Wollersheim Is A Private Litigant Defendant

On or about February 16, 1993, in LASC No. BC 074815,

(hereinafter "Wollersheim II") Scientology sued Larry Wollersheim

in an effort to eradicate the jury verdict in Wollersheim v.

Church of Scientology as reported in 1989 at 212 Cal.App.3d 872.

(hereinafter "Wollersheim I".) f/

1 In Wollersheim I, the Second District characterized
Scientology as the modern day equivalent to the Christian
Inquisition because Scientology seeks to "neutralize" its critics
or "heretics" such as Wollersheim and Armstrong. It stated:

"To illustrate, centuries ago the inquisition was one of the g
core religious practices of the Christian religion in Europe. ‘
This religious practice involved torture and execution of i
heretics and miscreants. [Citation.] Yet should any church
seek to resurrect the inquisition in this country under a
claim of free religious expression, can anyone doubt the
constitutional authority of an American government to halt ,
the torture and executions? And can anyone seriously question E
the right of the victims of our hypothetical modern day
inquisition to sue their tormentors for any injuries —
physical or psychological - they sustained?

We do not mean to suggest Scientology's retributive
(continued...)
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The gravamen of the complaint in Wollersheimqll is that the

Judge Ronald Swearinger, the trial judge in Wollersheim_I, was

biased against Scientology because he believed, during the trial

of Wgllersheim I, that Scientology had killed his dog and

otherwise acted against him. (Greene Decl., Ex. C - Complaint in

Wollersheim II.)

For the purposes of the instant application, the only salient

point is that in Wollersheim II, Scientology sued Wollersheim.

Therefore, any assistance provided by Armstrong to Wollersheim in

Wollersheim II is outside the scope of the Sohigian Injunction.

D. Armstrong's Assistance In Wollersheim II

On June 21, 1993, Wollersheim filed his Amended Memorandum of

Points and Authorities in Support of Defendant's Special Motion to

Strike authorized by Code of Civil Procedure section 425.16. 5/ 1

(...continued)
program . . . represented a full-scale modern day
'inquisition.' Nevertheless, there are some parallels in
purpose and effect. 'Fair game’ like the 'inquisition'
targeted 'heretics' who threatened the dogma and
institutional integrity of the mother church. Once 'proven
to be a 'heretic,' an individual was to be neutralized. In
medieval times neutralization often meant incarceration,
torture and death. [Citations.] As described in the
evidence at this trial the 'fair game’ policy neutralized the
'heretic’ by stripping this person of his or her economic,
political and psychological power."

IQ. 212 Cal.App.3d at 888.

, 2 Recognizing the potential chilling effect of lawsuits
brought primarily for the purpose of curbing the valid exercise of
the constitutional rights of petition, or of free speech, the

1 California Legislature last year added section 425.16 to the Code
of Civil Procedure. The purpose of the legislation is set forth

' (continued...)
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(Greene Decl., Ex. D.)

Submitted in support of Wollersheim's Special Motion to

Strike was the Declaration of Gerald Armstrong (Greene Decl. Ex.

E) for which Scientology is asking this court to issue the OSC.

By means of this declaration, Gerald Armstrong authenticated

Scientology's written policy which directs the use of litigation

to harass its critics and opponents. The policy states, in part:

The purpose of the lawsuit is to harass and discourage
rather than to win. [1] The law can be used very easily
to harass, and enough harassment on somebody who is
simply on the thin edge anyway . . . will generally be
sufficient to cause his professional decease. If
possible, of course, ruin him utterly.

(Greene Decl., Ex. D at p. 10, fn 14.)

It is high irony that the very policy that Armstrong exposed

in the declaration that he submitted in support of defendant

Wollersheim's effort in Wollersheim II to vindicate his First

Amendment rights, is now being used in this Court in an attempt to

chill and harass Armstrong's own First Amendment rights to

petition and free speech. What is worse is that Scientology is

shamelessly lying when it makes the claim that Armstrong's

declaration transgresses the Sohigian injunction because, clearly,

it does not.

2(...continued)
in its first subsection: "The Legislature finds that there has
been a disturbing increase in lawsuits brought primarily to chill
the valid exercise of the constitutional rights of free speech and
petition for redress of grievances. The Legislature also finds
and declares that it is in the public interest to encourage
continued participation in matters of public significance and that
this participation should not be chilled through abuse of the
judicial process." (§ 425.16 (a).)
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3 E. Armstrong Gave Scientology Notice That
Q The OSC Is Without Merit And Frivolous

On Friday, July 23, 1993, Gerald Armstrong's counsel

telecopied Laurie J. Bartilson and demanded that she not proceed

with the instant OSC and explained why it was without merit. The

letter stated, in full: -

In light of the fact that the injunction you claim
my client to have violated does not prohibit Mr.
Armstrong from providing declarations to private
litigant defendants, and in light of the fact that your
organization sued Mr. Wollersheim and Mr. Armstrong's
perceived injunctional transgression is to have executed
a declaration in support of defendant Wollersheim's
motion to dismiss your suppressive litigation against
him, any OSC that you seek on these grounds is without
merit and frivolous.

1 We will oppose your meritless OSC and seek
g sanctions for having to again deal with your spurious
: efforts at using litigation as a tool of repression.

; (Greene Decl., Ex F.)

Prior to the commencement of the weekend, Scientology refused

to provide its OSC application to Armstrong's counsel. (Greene

, Decl. Exs. G, H.) Indeed, Armstrong provided his opposition to

N Scientology even before Scientology served its moving papers on

him. (Greene Decl. at q 10.)

III. ARMSTRONG gas NOT_VIOLATED THELTERMS or was INJUNCTION

; A. Armstrong's June 4, 1993, Declaration
Does Not Fall Within The Scope Of Conduct

1 Prohibited BY The Sohigian Injunction

4 Contempt committed out of the presence of the court, as is

_ alleged here, is an indirect contempt. As such it falls within

Page 7 . nnnsnmnr nnnsreonrrs nrmonsnnun In oPPosI'rIon ‘I0 APPLICATION son osc an conrmer
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prohibits "disobedience of any lawful judgment, order, or process

of such court." Since the injunction prohibits Armstrong gniy

from voluntarily providing assistance to private litigant

plaintiffs (i.e. those "intending to make, intending to press,

intending to arbitrate, or intending to litigate a claim against

the persons referred to in sec. 1 of the "Mutual Release of All

Claims and Settlement Agreement" of December, 1986 regarding such

claim or regarding pressing, arbitrating, or litigating it"), and

since in Wollersheim II, Mr. Wollersheim is a defendant,

Armstrong's declaration falls outside the scope of the injunction

Thus, Armstrong is guilty of neither transgression in spirit, nor

violation in fact.

B. Armstrong's Declaration Is Protected
By The Litigant's Privilege

The litigation privilege is derived from Civil Code section

47 (2). It states that a "privileged communication or broadcast

is one made -[1] 2. In any ... (2) judicial proceeding ..." I

Silberg v. Anderson (1990) 50 Cal.3d 205, 266 Cal.Rptr. 638,

HUB LAW OFFICES
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Justice Kaufman stated that the litigants privilege is an

essential prophylactic ingredient required to ward off corruption

in litigation. He said:

The principal purpose of section 47(2) is to afford
litigants and witnesses [citation omitted] the utmost
freedom of access to the courts without fear of being
harassed subsequently by derivative tort [or contempt]
actions. [citations omitted.]

Section 47(2) promotes effectiveness of judicial
proceedings by encouraging "open channels of
communication and the presentation of evidence" in

Page 8 . nsnsnonnt nnnsrnonws 1-nzmnsnoun In oPPosI'rIon 1-o APPLICATION non osc RE oonrnaer
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11 judicial proceedings. [citations omitted.] A further
~~ purpose of the privilege "is to assure utmost freedom of

2) communication between citizens and public authorities
" whose responsibility is to investigate and remedy

3 wrongdoing." [citations omitted.] Such open
I communication is "a fundamental adjunct to the right of

4 access to judicial and quasi—judicial proceedings."
[citation omitted.] Since the "external threat of

5 liability is destructive of this fundamental right and
inconsistent with the effective administration of

6, justice" (citation omitted), courts have applied the
R privilege to eliminate the threat of liability for

7H communications made during all kinds of truth-seeking
U proceedings: judicial, quasi-judicial, legislative and

8w other official proceedings. . . Thus, witnesses should
3 be free from the fear of protracted and costly lawsuits

9 which otherwise might cause them to distort their
testimony or refuse to testify altogether. [citations

10 omitted]"

11» (Id. 50 Cal.3d at pp. 213-14.)

l-' N The privilege is absolute in nature. (lg. at p. 215) l

13» Therefore, any communication (1) made in judicial or quasi-

l4 judicial proceedings; (2) by litigants or other participants

15~ authorized by law; (3) to achieve the objects of the litigation;

161 (4) that has some connection or logical relation to the action is v

17; completely privileged. (lg. at p. 212.) Armstrong's declaration

18' was made in a judicial proceeding as a witness. His declaration

19, was submitted to achieve the object of the litigation,

20 specifically, to obtain an order striking Scientology's complaint 1

21) in WQlier§heim_II as a violation of C.C.P. § 425.16. Armstrong's

22 personal knowledge of Scientology's use of the legal system as a

23 tool of harassment, ruin, and destruction has a logical connection A

241 to the resolution of Wollersheim II. Therefore, the Application

25 for an Order to Show Cause falls within the scope of the

26“ litigant's privilege and on that basis should be denied as well.

271
_____ , 1

W
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Iv. nonnmnnr sancwrons SHOULD BE AWARDED
AGAINST THE cnuncn or SCIENTOLOGY INTERNATIONAL
;nQ_nsAInsT BOWLES AND Moxon Ann LAURIE_J. BARTILSON

Pursuant to Code of Civil procedure section 128.3 the court

has the power to order counsel and parties to pay the reasonable

expenses, including attorney's fees, incurred by the other party

"as a result of bad-faith actions or tactics, which are

frivolous..." Frivolous means (a) "totally and completely without

merit" or (b) "for the sole purpose of harassing and opposing

party." (C.C.P. § 128.5 (b)(2).) _

Upon reading the Sohigian injunction, any reasonable attorney

would conclude that the terms of the injunction telling Armstrong

not to voluntarily assist litigants adverse to Scientology was

limited to private litigant plaintiffs only. (Karawasky v. Zachay

(1983) 146 Cal.App.3d 679.) The language of the injunction refers

only to those bringing a claim against Scientology. Scientology

brought a claim against Lawrence Wollersheim. Therefore,

Armstrong's participation in Wollersheim II as a witness is beyond

the injunction's scope. This renders the OSC application patently

devoid of all merit.

In opposing the OSC Armstrong's counsel expended 4 hours in

drafting the papers. The fees said counsel charges in such

litigation are calculated at the rate of $200.00 per hour.

Paralegal time, valued at $55.00 per hour, required 8 hours to get

the document to Los Angeles Superior Court in time to present them

to the Court, and 3 hours for document assembly for $605.00. Copy

costs total $106.25 for 427 copies at $.25 per copy and 29 fax

sheets at 2.00 per sheet. Therefore, the total fees and costs

Page 6 DEFENDANT ARMSTRONG'S  UM IN OPPOSITION TO APPLICATION FOR OSC RE CONTEMPT
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incurred in opposing the application are $1,569.75.

V. CONCLUSION

Gerald Armstrong respectfully submits that Scientology's

application for an Order to Show Cause re Contempt should be

rejected. The injunction Scientology accuses Armstrong of

violating does not prohibit him from voluntarily submitting

declarations in support of private litigant defendants,

particularly when such a defendant is the subject of Scientology's

engine of legal destruction. Moreover, Armstrong's participation

is protected by the absolute litigant's privilege. Therefore, the

application should be soundly rejected, and fees and costs charged

to Scientology.

DATED: July 25, 1993 ' \h,_ 1" ' ‘ii

__

ii Bli:/_ ,_ ___

' FORD GR NE and ,.-4" MO ~ "
Attorneys for Defendant
GERALD ARMSTRONG
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PROOF OF SERVICE

I am employed in the County of Marin, State of California. I

am over the age of eighteen years and am not a party to the above

entitled action. My business address is 711 Sir Francis Drake

Boulevard, San Anselmo, California. I served the following

documents: (1) DEFENDANT ARMSTRONG'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO APPLICATION FOR AN ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE RE
CONTEMPT; REQUEST FOR MONETARY SANCTIONS; (2) '
DEFENDANT ARMSTRONG'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
APPLICATION FOR AN ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE RE CONTEMPT?
REQUEST FOR MONETARY SANCTIONS.

on the following person(s) on the date set forth below, by placing

a true copy thereof enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage

thereon fully prepaid to be placed in the United States Mail at

San Anselmo, California:

Andrew Wilson, Esquire
WILSON, RYAN & CAMPILONGO
235 Montgomery Street, Suite 450
San Francisco, California 94104

LAURIE J. BARTILSON, ESQ.
Bowles & Moxon By Fax
6255 Sunset Boulevard, Suite 2000
Los Angeles, California 90028

PAUL MORANTZ, ESQ.
P.O. BOX 511
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

I caused such envelope with postage thereon
fully prepaid to be placed in the United
States Mail at San Anselmo, California.

[x] (By Mail)

I caused said papers to be personally service
on the office of opposing counsel.

[ ] (Personal)

[x] (State) I declare under penalty of perjury under the
laws of the State of California that the above
is true and correct.

DATED: July 2 5 , 19 9 3 __‘ -
.. i5 I

’ I ....M2“? /YI ___.
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